Bug Release Notes
K3|pebblestone (Gen. 2) – May 2021
based on Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central 2021 Wave 1 (v18.0)
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Introduction
In this release we resolved several bugs which have been reported to us.
Please check these release notes for more details.
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1. K3|Pebblestone
9438 When transfer order is set to direct only shipment is posted from delivery
worksheet
When a transfer order is set to direct transfer, only the shipment is posted from the delivery
worksheet. Not the receipt of the transfer order.
9895 Assembly orders | wrong description on lines
On assembly order the wrong the item description of the first item on the assembly order line
was shown. This is not correct.
9924 Error when creating new subline by matrix in Requisition and Planning
Worksheet
It is not possible to create a subline by a matrix in Requisition Worksheet and Planning
Worksheet. When one specifies a quantity for an empty cell in an already existing matrix, an
error appears: "The record in the table Requisition Line already exists. Identification fields
and values..."
9926 Receipt Worksheet - after posting, line still exist without description
After posting a partially receipt in the receipt worksheet the line will still be in the receipt
worksheet but the description field is empty.
9964 Wrong item description on Quote
It showed the item description with the first variant description. Changed to item description.
9976 Error Sales Price already exists on Copy Item
Solved error message when you copy an item with sales prices enabled.
9977 Error Assembly BOM Status must be equal to 'Open' on creating new assembly
BOM
When you created an item with copy item without an assembly bom the status on the item
was still released. It copied the status from the default item.
9990 Bincode field does not open matrix
The K3PFBin Code field already opens the matrix. But also the standard BC field "Bin Code"
was visible. We have applied the application area K3PFShowNonFashionFields to the
standard field.
10050 Selecting a colour that is out of use to an item gives unclear error
When you selected a colour on an item which has status out of use on the color the
message was not clear why you could not add it to the item. This message has been
changed.
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10154 Warehouse shipment: Shipping only first variant does not work correct
When posting a warehouse shipment for only the first variant this quantity was posted but
the remaining qty of the other variants where not shown on the warehouse shipment line.
10162 Auto cancel remnants in combination with post only lines with quantities
results in permission error on deleting a record in a posted table.
Permission error on deleting a record when certain module is not in the license.
10166 French translations: strange signs are shown on pages and print
Strange signs are show on pages and prints
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